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Tho objetive of this development program was to determine the feasibility
oi a fluidic fr'o-flight; sensor (FFFS) for use with general purpose and cluster bomb
fuzes. 'Tho FFFS must establish that the bomb has been safely released, the velo-
city of the bomb is 200 feet per second or greater, and that the bomb is in a free-
fall condition for at least two secouds during the first four seconds after lanyard
initiation. 'These reqturemenLs were met by desining an c'('el0ratlon sen-or for
st:cinsIng f;. • a flimld, iud IL it-hauica1l ruming linkage, both of which are powered by
'r,.1 M air from Lthe bomb slip stream. A rant air pressure regulator was provided
S:o that air pressure used to drive the free-flight sensor and arming linkage
romained constant at all velocities above 200 feet per second. The arming linkage
was bias loaded so a ram air pressure equivalent to 200 feet per second is required
to perform the arming function. One FFFS was fabricated and bench tested by the
contractor to determine adequacy of the design and two were delivered for captive
flight and drop tests. The two delivered FFFS's were each equipped with two
pressure switches and one mieroswItch to monitor regulator output pressure,
sensor function, and arming funotion during test, A recorder was provided
ko record tho •otion of the three monitoring switches during drop test. Flight tests
and drop tests have indicated feasibility of the FFFS to determine that the bomb
has been safely dropped from the aircraft and Is in a free-flight condition.

Distributiion limited to It. S. Government agencies only;
this reporl: documents t( st LLnCI evaluation; 1istributlo'
limitation applied lebruary 19'73. Other requests for 'I

this document Inu,1.t 110 referred to the Air Force Armament
.lAtboratory (DL,F), Ilii Air Force Base, Florida 32542.

(Ihei reverset ul' thh page, hI bla.nk.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The objective of the effort reported herein was to determine feasibility of a
fluidic free-flight sensor (FFFS) for use with general purpose and cluster bomb
fuzes (Figure 1).

The FFFS is a means whereby the requirements of MIL-STD-1316A, para-
graph 4,3.1 can be met. It provides safe separation and senses a post-launch
environmental condition, which unlocks or arms the interrupted explosive train
using energy obtained from the post-launch environment. Environmental sensors
used in the past to remove an interrupter were of the arming vane t"pe. These use
external arming wires which have failed on several occasions and allowed the fume
to arm while attached to the aircraft.

The FF7S is designed to fit into the nose of an M117 or similar bomb and is
initiated by a lanyard similar to the one used with the FMU-54A/B Fuze.

A fluidic system was selected to meet the requirements of MIL-STD-131OA
because of the sensitivity of fluidics to very small environmental stimuli encountered
within a low drag bomb. Friction forces, in a mechanical system, render it too
insensitive to accurately monitor free-fall environment. The requirement that
energy for arming must be obtained from the environment makes a ram air driven:
fluidic system very attractive, The FF78 im compatible with the ram air driven
generator which supplies power to electric fuzes and will eliminate stored energy
in bomb fuzes. This advance in bomb fuze technology will reduce the cost and
increase the storage life of the bomb fuzes.

S.... . ... • ! I 1
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Figure 1. Fluidic Freo-FlIght Sensor for use with Bom'b Fuzos



SECTION IT

IREQUIREMENTS

GENERAL

The fluidic free-flight sensor (FFFS) shall be composed of a sensor and a
mechanical linkage powered by ram air from the bomb slip stream. To insure a
safe release, the unit shall determine that the bomb is at a velocity of 200 feet per
second or greater and is in a free-fall condition for at least two seconds during the
first four seconds after lanyard initiation. If these conditions are met, the mech-
anical linkage shall remove an explosive train interrupter. The FFPS shall be
packaged for installation in the nose fuze well of a general purpose bomb. The FFSPS
slhall be activated by an internal lanyard on release from the aircraft.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The FFFS shall be compatible with both high and low drag bombs, cluster
bombs, and all normal delivery tactics such as level, dive, and toss associated
with these weapons. It shall impose no flight restrictions on the normal flight
envelope and speed range of all aircraft from the A-1E through F-15.

The FFFS shall be capable of performing its function after 10 years of
storage.

The FFFS shall operate over the temperature range of -65' to +1600 F. It
shall be capable of carriage up to Mach 2.5 at up to 60, 000 feet (maximum of Mach
1.3 at sea level). It shall be capable of functioning at altitudes of 60,000 feet.

The FFFS shall not provide an enable-to-arm signal when a bomb is released
during safe Jettison where the fu2e has not been initiated. (Reference MIL-STD-331,
Test 205).

The FFFS shall not provide an enable-to-arm signal when a bomb is acci-
dentally released during take-off or landing and the fuze is not Initiated on release
(Reference MIL-STD-331, Test 206).

Instrumentation shall be developed to be used during flight testing to establish
the four-second time interval beginning at bomb release and to record the output of
the fluidic velocity and free-fall sensor. An instrumentation unit shall be packaged
with each of the FFFS's for installation in the nose fuze well of a general purpose
bomb. The FFFS and instrumentation package shall be activated by an internal
lanyard on release from the aircraft.

FABRICATION REQUIREIMENTS

Upon Government sponsor approval of the design, one prototype sensor shall
be fabricated. It shall be tested to demonstrate the capability of the FFFS to func-
tion as specified in the design requirements above. The test results shall be

3
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analyzed and design changes %•hall be made to correct any deficiencies discovered.
'1These design changes shall be submitted for Government sponsor review and

,., ~approva•l.,:
Upon Govcrnment sponsor approval of the modified design, two FFFS's,

with suitable wiring for Government furnished telemetering equipment, shall be
fabricated and delivered with bomb mounting hardware for Air Force captive flight
testing and evaluation in general purpose bombs.

After completion of the captive flight test, the two FFFS's shall be reassem-
bled with suitable instrumentation, lanyard assembly, and bomb mounting hardware
for Air Force drop testing and evaluation in general purpose bombs.

FUNCTIONAL SEQUENCE REQUIREMENTS

The FFFS is required to prevent fuze arming (actuation of the mechanical
linkage which removes the explosive train interrupter) while the bomb is attached
to the aircraft and the lanyard has been pulled. The FFFS is required to arm
the fuze within four seconds after the lanyard has been pulled and alter two seconds
of free flight.

4
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SECTION III

DESIGN

GENERAL

The fluidic free-flight sensor (FFFS) Is a fluidic system designed to dis-
tinguish between the environment a bomb experiences while stowed aboard an air-
craft (in captive flight) and that experienced after release from the aircraft (in free
flight). The most significant environment which it present while the bomb it in
captive flight (not present while the bomb is in free flight) is an acceleration perpen-
dicular to the axis of the bomb. This acceleration becomes very small when the
aircraft is in a steep climb or dive. Therefore, the FPFS must be capable of
distingulshing very small accelerations.

Bomb fins are designed to give the projectile a small amount of roll and this
environment is in the form of a centrifugal acceleration which is perpendicular to
the axAs of the bomb, The FFFS must be designed so centrifugal acceleration causes
the same output signal as zero acceleration.

Based on this knowledge, a fluidic accelerometer was selected which will
put out a signal only when it senses a centrifugal acceleration (acceleration along
the accelerometer axis and in a direction toward tho bomb center line ) or zero
acceleration along the accelerometer axis. This accelerometer is shown in
Figure 2, illustrating the free-flight attitude with an output signal and the captive
flight attitude with no output signal.

VENT VENT

R-AM AIR OUTPUT RAM AIR NO
-- 1- SSIGNAL

ACCELERATION

FREE FLIGHT CAPTIVE FLIGHT

LOGIC TABLE
ACCELERATION + - 0

OTrPUT SIGNAL NO YES YES

Figure 2. Fluidic Accelerometer
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"The sensor Is composed of three fluidic accelerometers arranged in a
CirCU1:r pattern around the bomb center line so that either the environment of a
spinning bomb or a bomb In free flight with no acceleration perpendicular to the
bomb center line will cause an output signal from all three accelerometers (Figure
3). *

The sensitivit, of the fluidic accelerometer to acceleration is a function of
supply air pressure. Therefore, a pressure regulator is provided as part of the
FFFS. The mechanical linkage is provided to perform the arming function when
the sensor senses a free-flight environment. The linkage is driven by air metered
through an orifice from the three accelerometers. The actuation time of the mejh-
anical linkage (arming time) is a function of accelerometer output signal pressure.
This also requires a constant air pressure supply for accurate arming time. A
block diagram of the FFFS is shown in Figure 4.

The FFFS in provided with dust covers over the ram air intake in the nose
of the hosing and the air vent in the ogive which are removed prior to take-off.
Internal valves are provided to block the flow of air into and from the FFFS during
captive flight. A lanyard system is used to open these valves and start the recorder
when the bomb is ejected from the aircraft. The recorder contains three solenoid
actuated tracers which will register on the recorder chart the time from ejection
.ntil operating pressure (0, 33 pound per square inch gage) in the pressure regu-

lator is reached, all three accelerometers sense free flight, and the nmechanicaC
linkage has completed its function.

DETAIL DESIGN

The major components which make up the FFFS are the ram air intake and
vent system, air filter, pressure regulator, sensor, mechanical linkage, and
system function monitoring and recording system. The following is a description
of the design of each of these components-

AIR INTAKE AND VENT SYSTEM

The air intake and vent system as the bomb is stowed aboard the aircraft is
shown In Figure 5. The nozzle seal and vent seal are removed prior to take-off.
With the seals removed during flight, rarn air enters the ram air intake passage and
exits through the vent plug. Providing a circulation of air in this manner during
flight will prevent the intake from filling with water and becoming plugged with ice.

When the bomb is dropped, the lanyard pulls the vent plug release shaft and
allows the vent plug to be ejected by spring force. When the vent plug is ejected,
the nozzle plug seats against the retainer and closes the opening between the air
intake passtge and the vent, forcing air at ram pressure into the air filter entrance.

?(
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LANYARD

INITIATION

RAM AIR ]
AIF FILTER I

PRESSURE
REGULATOR

AIR AT
0.33 LB PER IN. 2

SENSOR AIR FLOW DURING
(3 ACCELEROMETERS) CAPTIVE FLIGHT

AIR FLOW
DURING F FLIGHT

MECHANICAL
LINKAGE

EXPLOSIVE TRAIN
INTERRUPTER REMOVED

Figure 4. Fluidic Free-Flight Sensor Block Diagram



~NOZZLE SEAL

RAM AIR INTAKE
PASSAGE

AIR FILTER- RETAINER

VENT PLUG
RELEASE SHAFT

Figure 5. Air Intake and Vent System

AIR FILTER AND PRESSURE REGULATOR

The air filter and pressure regulator (Figure 6) provide clean air at ram
air pressure (minus small losses) at velocities up to 200 feet per second Indicated
air speed and 0. 33 pound per square inch at velocities above 200 feet per second
indicated air speed. The filter selected is a strip of coarse grade chemical precipi-
tation filter paper attached to a copper mesh screen to provide rigidity. Since the
FFFS is required to function for only four seconds, a water separator was not con-
sidered necessary as the filter with 1.3 square inch surface area will remove all
the water collected during four seconds of operation.

The pressure regulator is a diaphragm actuated valve designed for the flow
and pressure requirement of the FFFS. The diaphragm with regulated pressure
(PR) on one side and ambient pressure (PA) on the other opens and closes the
valve to maintain a constant pressure differential equivalent to the spring force.
The spring is calibrated to maintain a pressure differential of PR - PA - 0. 33
pound per square inch. The valve stem guide diameter was critical for maintaining

9



VALVE STEM VALVE STEM GUIDE

AIR INTAKE PORT AVST

_-REGULATOR
DIAPHRAGM

-REGULATOR

VENTN

REGULATO

MECHANICAL

Figure 6. Fluidlc Free-Flight Sensor Section View
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a constant PR with wide variation in supply pressure (PS). If the diameter were
too large, P increased as PS increased, and if the diameter were too small, PR
decreased as PS increased.

SENSOR

One of the three accelerometers which make up the sensor portion of the
FFFS is shown in Figure 6. Air from the piessure regulator enters each acceler-
ometer via a sensor orifice. This orifice is located so that air jet from the orifice
is tangent to the surface of the ball when it to farthest from the sensor vent. The
size of the orifice was dictated by the sensoi sensitivity which was identified as a
6-degree look-in angle (see Section lV on Sensitivity Testing). Look-in angle is
the angle between the FFFS center line and vertical acceleration line during bench
test with full air power causing the pressure to rise in the sensor output manifold
indicating a free-flight attitude. When the aoceleration of the floating mass becomes
less than that recresented by the 6-degree look-in angle, the air jet from the sensor
orifice causes the floating mass to move to the vent port and close it causing pres-
sure to rise In the sensor output manifold,

The two FFFS's delivered to the Air Force were identical except for the
design of the accelerometers which make up the sensor component. One FFIS
used a 0. 375-inch-diameter spherical floating mass and the other FF18 used a
0,250-inch-diameter spherical floating mass. The diameter of the oylindrioal
cavities containing the floating masses was the only other dimensional difference
between the two FFFS's.

When the FFFS experiences a free-flight environment, all sensor vent ports
will become blocked and pressure in the sensor output manifold will rise and approach
regulator output pressure PH. This pressure enters the chamber containing the
mechanical linkage diaphragm causing the piston to move, compressing the safing
spring. The rate of movement of the piston is controlled by the three sensor
orifices. The size of the piston, the sating spring force, and length of travel are
selected to give a time of two seconds from the time free flight is sensed until
piston travel is completed. Since the vent ports are rather large relative to the
size of the sensor orifices, the piston will return to the safe position very quickly
if the free-flight environment is lost. If the lanyard is pulled while the bomb is
still hanging on the aircraft, the system could not become armed unless the flight
maneuver were such that the system sensed free-flight continuously for a period of
time equal to the arming time. If the system sensed free-flight for a period of time
less than the arming time the system will return iinmediately to its safe condition.

MECHANICAL LINKAGE

The mechanical linkage (Figure 6) which will be used to remove the explosive
train interrupter is a spring loaded piston-diaphragm assembly. The safing spring
is designed to prevent actuation at pressure below 0.33 pound per square inch (200
feet per second drop velocity). The safing sýring also will return the sating and
arming mechanism to the original safe position if the arming signal it lost during the
arming sequence. The diaphragm Is responsive to extremely small pressure changes,
has no mechanical spring gradient, no break-out friction effects, possesses very low
hysteresis qualities, and has a long flex life.

"•", .. . ... J.. . . .... . ,,'..:,. ,;:,-*, -. *.•A'• • , ., • " " " . . . . . ' " : ,i
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RECORDER .

A recorder (Figure 7) is attached to the FFFS to monitor regulator output
pressure, sensor output signal, and mechanical linkage function. The recorder
was not developed as part of this contract, but was taken from another program.

The recorder contains threc solenoids with spring loaded styluses which
make a trace on the pressure sensitive recorder paper when the solenoid is not
energized. A typical FFFS performance is recorded on the recorder paper shown
in Figure 7. When the lanyard is pulled at bomb release, the recorder paper starts
to move, producing four traces on the paper. The trace at the bottom of the recorder
paper is a continuous trace indicating how far the paper has moved.

The trace with a length of t 1 in formed by the stylus monitoring the regulator
pressure. When the proper regulator pressure is reached, the regulator pressure
switch will close and the solenoid will lift the stylus, discontinue the trace and by
the length of the trace, record the time required after the release for the regulator
to reach operating pressure.

The trace with a length of t 2 monitors the sensor output pressure and the
length of the trace records the time after the lanyard pull at which the sensor indi-
cates a free-flight environment.

The trace with a length of t3 monitors the movement of the mechanical link-
age. When the movement of the mechanical linkage has been completed, it closes a
microswitch which causes the solenoid to raise and discontinue the trace, indicating
the time after lanyard pull at which the arming function was completed, The recor-
der paper has a running time of approximately seven seconds at a rate of 0.67-inch
per second.

Figure 8 is a wiring diagram for the recorder. Transducers No. 1 and
No. 2 are the regulator switch and sensor pressure switch, respectively, which
actuate solenoids #1 and #2 to record times t1 and t 2 as shown on Figure 7. The
2N4403 transistors Q1 and Q2 were required as the pressure switches did not have
enough capacity to carry the solenoid current. The timer microswttch closes when
the mechanical linkage completes its arming function and actuates solenoid #3
recording time t 3 , as shown in Figure 7. The recorder has one fixed scribe which
records a continuous line on the recorder paper to indicate that the drum did rotate
the proper amount.

The recorder electrical circuit was provided with two leads to the battery
charger terminals as shown In Figure 8

*12....... ,.4 . . . .



,, ,--FLUIDIC FREE FLIGHT
'SENSOR IFFFS)I , . >-REGULATOR PRESSURE SWITCH

4 .

SENSOR PRESSURE SWITCH

0 SOLENOIDS ,,---R1COR0(R PAP[R

FIgure 7. Vlutdhi Free-Flight Sonsor Recorder with Record Sample
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BATTERY
(MUST NOT
EXCEED
25V DC)

+ RED- WE/BLK

R1 112 SOL. #2 0L/3 D
110K 110K S 2;I RED/BLK

2N4403 2N4403

21N44

TRANSDUCER TRANSDUCER (MICRO-

NOELKN.2 FE SWITCH)
o BLK

1, BATTERY I SOLENOIDS SUPPLIED 2. MAX CURRENT THRU 2N4408
IN DROP TEST UNITS ONLY NOT TO EXCEED 225 MA.

Figure 8, Fluidic Free-Flight Sensor Recorder Wiring Diagram
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V SECTION IV

CONTRACTOR TESTING

TEST SUMMARY

One prototyp of the FFFS was fabricated and tested in the laboratory to
determine feasibill before fabricating test unus for bomb drop tests. The follow-
ing tests were condu tedl

1. Pressure Regulator Accuracy

2. Free-Flight Sensitivity, ilysteresis, and Fluidic Timer Accuracy

3. Vibration Sensitivity

4. Forced Ejection Compatibility

5. High Altitude Operation

6. High Drag Compatibility

7. Nozzle and Nose Cone Vent Efficiency

Captive flight tests and bomb drop test results will be reported in a future
ADTC technical report.

PRESSURE REGULATOR ACCURACY TEST
The performance of the FFFS in a neaC-cero-g environment, and the accuracy I

of the fluidic timer are both directly dependent upon the accuracy of the pressure
regulator. Consequently, the accuracy of the regulator must be determined before
the overall system performance and accuracy can be predicted. The purpose of
this test is to determine this accuracy.

The accuracy of the regulator is a measure of its ability to regulate the
desired pressure level regardless of the supply or ram air pressure available.
For supply pressures below the desired regulating level, the accuracy is measured
with respect to the actual supply pressure. For supply pressures equal to or above
the desired level, the accuracy is measured with respect to the desired level. The
two equations describing the accuracy in these supply pressure zones aret

Pressure Zone 1. 0 < P51  Accuracy s/ sL ,

ýPRO - ,RPressure Zone 2 PS i P 0 Ro Neqracy 1 NO

1s



P- lictut' supply pressure N,STG

P- actual regulated pressure, P'SIG

PR5 desired regulated pressure, PTSTG

Supply air was provided at the air intake port of the FFFS and pressure taps
wove niade In the regulator at the following three points-

1. Psi "supply chamber upstream of the filter.

2. PS2 - supply chamber downstream of the filter.

3. P -"regulating chamber pressure.

An air line was installed betwepn one of the sensor ports and a meter to
measure mass flow as a function of the varying supply pressure P82'.

Table I is a tabulation of the results of the tests and a curve of regulator
pressure versus supply pressure is shown in Figure 9.

1,6
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FREE-FLIGHT SENSITIVITY, HYSTERESIS, AND TIMER
ACCURACY TEST

GENERAL

The fluidic free-flight sensor is required to sense that a weapon has been
released from the aircraft and is in a near-zero-g free-flight environment for a
given period of time. In order to predict the sensor conformance with this require-
ment, a simulated free-flight test is required.

The aerodynamic and mechanical drag forces acting along the longitudinal
axis of the weapon limits the sensor to monitoring the free-flight environment in the
plane perpendicular to this axis. Consequently, the sensor is susceptible to erron-
eous free-flight signals during some captive flight maneuvers. The design consider-
ation has been to minimize this susceptibility while also allowing proper operation
in an actual free-flight environment.

This test was designed to measure the cone half-angle in which the sensor
mass was susceptible to an erroneous free-flight signal. Measurements were also
made of the hysteresis of the system, as well as the accuracy of the fluidic timer.

TEST PROCEDURE

The free-flight sensor module containing the regulator, filter, sensor sub-
assembly, and timer was connected to a regulated air supply. Pressure taps were
made in the regulator in the supply chamber, PS1, and in the regulating chamber,
PRO These taps were connected to manometers. Pressure tap PSI was used to
accurately control the supply pressure. Pressure tap PR served two purposes.
First, it indicated when all three masses had sensed the simulated free-flight
environment. Secondly, it indicated when the fluidic timer had timed out. This
was accomplished by noting changes in pressure PR associated with sudden changes
in the mass flow through the system caused by the above events.

The angle at which all three masses first sensed a simulated free-flight
environment was identified as the "lock-in" angle. This lock-in angle was also the
half-angle of a cone which describes the sensor orientation susceptible to erroneous
signals. The angle at which at least one mass sensed a loss of the free-flight
environment was identified as the 'lock-out" angle. The difference between the
lock-in and the lock-out angles is a measure of the hysteresis of the system. The
angles were determined by placing the sensor module on a tilt table graduated to
measure orientation with respect to vertical. With the supply air on and the sensor
in a non-free-flight condition, the table was then tilted until lock-in occurred, The
table was then tilted to vertical and maintained there until the timer completed its
function. The process was reversed to locate the lock-out angle. This process
was repeated ten times to determine repeatability. The entire test was then
repeated at three different supply pressures with the 3/8-inch-diameter spherical
mass (Table 11) and at one pressure (5 psig) with the 1/4-inch-diameter spherical
mass (Table III).

19



TABLE TT. FREE-FLIGHT SENSITIVITY, HYSTERESI,AND RC TIMER ACCURACY
TES'r RESULTS (3/S-INCH-DIAMETER SPHERICAL MASSES)

Lock-in RC Lock-out Timer
PSi Angle Time Angle Hysteresis Accuracy
(Psig) _ ee.es)_ .. ___ d e ges) (percent)

0.33 6.0 2.0 10.5 4.5 100
0.33 6.0 2.0 10.5 4.5 100
0.33 5.5 2.0 11.0 5.5 100
0.33 6.0 2.0 10.5 4.5 100
0.33 5.5 2.0 11.0 5.5 100

0:33 565 2.0 10:5 5.0 100
0.33 5.5 2.0 10.5 5.0 100
0.33 5.5 2.0 10.5 5.0 100
0.33 6.0 2.0 10.5 4.5 100
0.33 6.0 2.0 10.5 4.5 100
5.00 6.5 2.0 12.0 5.5 100
5,00 6.0 2.0 12.0 6.0 100
5.00 5.5 2.0 12.0 6.5 100
5.00 6.0 2.0 11.5 5.5 100
5.00 6.0 2.0 11.5 5.5 100
5.00 6.0 2.0 11.5 5.5 100
5.00 5.5 2.0 11.0 5.5 100
5.00 6.5 2.0 12.0 5.5 100
5.00 6.0 2.0 11.5 5.5 100
5.00 6.5 2.0 11.5 5.0 100

10.00 6.0 2.0 11.0 5.0 10C
10.00 5.5 2.0 11.0 5.5 100
10.00 6.0 2.0 11.0 5.0 100
10.00 6.0 2.0 11.0 5.0 100
10.00 6.0 2.0 11.0 5.0 100
10.00 6.0 2.0 11.0 5.0 100
10.00 6.0 2,0 11.0 5.0 100
10.00 6.0 2.0 11.0 5.0 100
10.00 6.0 2.0 11.0 5.0 100

110.00 6.0 2.0 11.0 5.0 100
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TABLE nI. FREE-FLIGHT SENSITWVITY, HYSTERESTS,AND RC TIMER ACCURACY
rEST RESIT INTS (1/4-INCH-DIAMIETER SPHERICAL MASSES)

Lock-in RC Lock-out Timer
Psi Angle Time Angle Hysteresis Accuracy
(Psig) (degrees) (seconds) (degrees) (degrees) (percent)

5.0 13 2.01 31 18 100
5.0 12 2.0 30 18 100
5.0 12 2.0 30 18 100
5.0 11 2.0 31 20 100
5.0 12 2.0 31 19 100
5.0 12 2.0 30 18 100
5.0 13 2.0 30 17 100
5.0 12 2.0 31 19 100
5.0 12 2.0 30 18 100 '
"5.0 12 2.0 30 18 100

Note: 1. Timer piston stroke ndjusted prior to test to obtain desired time.
Stroke adjustment required because of the Increase in spring
force to prevent arming below 200 feet per second.
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VIBRATION SENSITIVITY TEST

GENERAL

The fluidic free-flight sensor Is required to be compatible with both general
purpose and dispenser bombs throughout their normal operating envelopes. Conse-
quently, the sensor must he capable of operating properly in a mild vibration
environment experienced by the weapon during its free-flight condition.

The purpose of this test is to determine the operating limits of the sensor
under various vibration environments in an effort to predict the sensor's perfor-
mance in the weapon. However, since the actual weapon's vibration environment
has not been determined, the conclusions from this test are only assumptions..

- TEST PROCEDURE

The free-flight sensor module .containing the regulator, filter, sensor sub-
assembly, and timer was mounted vertically on a vibration table. The vibration
table was turned on, adjusted,and stabilized before the supply air was allowed to
enter the regulator. After a simulated free-flight signal was received, the vibration
was increased until the signal was losp. This procedure was repeated to obtain
data In a variety of vibration environn'lents (Tables TV through VII).

,,i.
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TABLE IV. VIBRATION SENSITIVITY TEST RESULTS
(3/8-INCH-DIAMETER SPHERICAL MASS)

Discrete G-Levels, Varying Frequency

Direction
Fensor G-Level Frequency of

Orientation (G's) (Cps) Vibration Remarks

Vertical 0. 6 5-2000 Vertical Remained in free
flight

Vertical 2.5 5-530 Vertical Switched out of
(Fast Sweep) free flight

Vertical 2.5 5-600 Vertical Remained in free
(Slow Sweep) flight

Vertical 2.5 5-600 Vertical Remained in free
(Normal Sweep) flight

Vertical 5.0 5-435 Vertical Switched out of
free flight

Horizontal1  1.0 5-2000 Vertical Remained oet offree nlight

Horizontal1 10.0 5-2000 Vertical Remained out of
free flight

Vertical1  0.5 100-21 Horizontal Switched out of
(Deer. frequency) free flight

Vertical 1.0 1000-81 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

Vertical1  2.0 1000-600 Horizontal Switched out of

free flight
Vertical1 3.0 1000-600 Horizontal Switched out of

free flight
Vertical1  5.0 1000-600 Horizontal Switched out of

free flight
Vertical1  5.0 250-650 Horizontal Initially out of

(Incr. frequency) free flightIn at
320, out at 390,
in at 500, out at
510, in at 650

Note: 1. One pill box in-Une with direction of vibrat;on
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TABLE V. VIBRATION SENSITIVITY TEST RESULTS
(3/8-INCH-DIAMETER SPHERICAL MASS)

Discrete Frequency,. Varying G-Levels

Direction
Sensor G-Level Frequency ofOrientation WOs) (cps) Vibration Remarks

Vertical 0.5-10 250 Vertical Remained in free
flight

Vertical 0.5-5.0 500 Vertical Switched out of
free flight

Vertical 0.5-5.7 1000 Vertical Switched out offree flight

Vertical 0.5-10 2000 Vertical Remained In
free f ought

Horizontal 0. 5-10 250 Vertical Remained out offree flight

Horizontal 0.5-10 500 Vertical Remained out offree flight

Horizontal 05-10 1000 Vertical Remained out of
free flight

Horizontal 0.5-10 2000 Vertical Remained out of
free flight

Vertical 0.12-0.37 2 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

Vertical 0.12-0.48 10 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

Vertical 0.12-0.50 20 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

Vertical 0.12-0.72 50 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

Vertical 0.12-1.0 100 Horizontal Switched out of
free flightVertical 0.12-2,6 250 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

Vertical 0.12-2.8 500 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

Vertical 0,12-7,8 1000 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight
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TABLE VI, VIBRATION SENSITIVITY TEST RESULTS
(1/4-TNCH-DIAMETER SPHERICAL MASS)

Discrete G-Levels, Varying Frequency

I Direction
Sensor G-le vel Frequency of

Orientation (Ots) (Cps) Vibration Remarks

Vertical 0,5 100-5 Horizontal Remained in free
(Deor, frequency) flight down to

minimum frequency
"of vibration table

Vertical 1.0 100-2602 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

260-166 Switched back
into free flight

165-553 Switched and
remained out of
free flight

Vertical 2.0 1000-300 Horizontal Switched out of
tree flight

Vertical 3.0 1000-390 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

Vertical 5.0 1000-580 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

Vertical 5.0 1000-960 Horizontal Switched out of
(repeated) free flight

960-910 Switched back
into free flight

910-600 Switched and
remained out of
free flight

Vertical 5.0 250-1000 Initially out of
(Incr. frequency) free flight, in at

"750, out at 970,
"in at 1000.

Notes: 1. One pill box in-line with direction of vibration
2. Result of "tuned timer"t

3S. Result of increased air jet strength
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TABLE VII. VIBRATION SENSITIVITY TEST RESULTS

(1/4-INCH-DIAMETER SPHERICAL MASS)

Discrete Frequency, Varying G-Levels

Direction
Sensor G-level Frequency of

Orientation (G's) (CpS) Vibration Remarks
Vertical 0.10-0.70 5 Horizontal Remained in free

flight up to maxi-
,mum g-level of 3
vibration table at
: cps

Vertical 0.10-1.1 10 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

Vertical 0.10-1.1 10 Horizontal Switched out of
"'.1-0. (Repeated) free flight

Verticil 0210-0698 20 Horizontal Switched out of
free flig~ht '

Vertical 0.10-0.92 20 Horizontal Switched out of
(Repeated) free flight

Vertical 0.10-1.0 50 Horizontal Switched out offree flight

Vertical 0.70-1.0 50 Horizontal Switched out of
"(Repeated) free flight

Vertical 0.12-1.4 100 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

Vertical 0. 80-1. 1 100 Horizontal Switched out of
(Repeated) free flight

Vertical 0.80-1.1 100 Horizontal Switched out of
(Repeated) free flight

Vertical 0.10-1.35 250 Horizontal Switched cout of
free flight

Vertical 0.10-4.0 500 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight

Vertical 0. 10-6.0 1000 Horizontal Switched out of
free flight
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HIGH ALTITUDE OPERATION TEST

F' GENERAL

The fluidic free-flight sensor is required to operate properly when the
weapon has been released at altitudes up to 60,000 feet above sea level. At this
altitude, the atmosphere approaches a vacuum with the static pressure and density
only approximately 1/14 and 1/10 of seit level, respectively, Consequently, at the
minimum release speed of 200 feet per second indicated air speed, the mass flow
through the system is somewhat less and the pressure losses somewhat greater
than at ambient. A simulated high altitude test Is therefore necessary to verify
sensor conformance with this requirement.

TEST PROCEDURE

The free-flight sensor module containing the regulator, filter, sensor sub-
assembly, and timer was placed in a vacuum chamber which had been mounted on the
tilt table used in the free-flight sensitivity hysteresis and RC timer accuracy test
as shown in Figure 10. The high altitude was simulated by evacuating the chamber
to 1.04 pounds per square inch. Ambient air was allowed to bleed through a valve
and into the regulator at 0.33-pound per square inch, establishing the desired flow,
The module was then tested using the procedures described in the free-ffight test
(Table DC).

I
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TABLE IX. HIGH ALTITUDE OPERATION TEST RESULTS

Lock-in RC Lock-out Timer
PR Angle Timer Angle Hysteresis Accuracy

(Psig) (Degrees) (Second) (Degrees) (Degrees) (Percent)

0.33 0.0 1.0 10.0 4.0 50
(Approx)

0.33 6.0 1p0 .11.0 5.0 50
(Approx)

0.33 6.0 1.0 10.0 4.0 50
(Approx) 0.4.

0.33 6.0 1.0 10.3 4.5 50
(Approx)

0.33 6.0 1.0 10.0 4.0 50
(Approx)

0.33 6.0 1.0 10.5 4.5 50
(Approx) 1

0.88 640 1.0 10, 0 4.0 50
(Approx) il

0.33 6.0 1.0 10.5 4.5 50
(Approx)

0.33 6.0 1.0 10.5 4,5 80
(Approx)

0.83 6.0 1.0 10.5 4,5 80
(Approx )

0.33 6.0 1.0 10.5 4.5 80
(Approx)

Notes:

1. Vacuum chamber pressure set at 1. 04 psi (equivalent to 60, 000 feet altitude).
2. Supply pressure PS1 set at approxdmately 0.4 pound per square inch.
3. Air density at 60,000 feet altitude caused timer to run fast.
4. The sensor was tested at Flow Condition 2 (one vent port open initially).
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HIGH DRAG COMPATIBILITY TEST

GENERA L

The fluidic free-flight sensor is required to operate properly when the
weapon has been released in the high drag mode. The relatively high deceleration
along the longitudinal axis caused by the deceleration device will tend to degrade the
,ensitivity of the free-flight sensor. Consequently, tests under a simulated high
drag environment are required to verify that the system will function as desired.

TEST PROCEDURE

The free-flight sensor module contaihing the regulator, filter, modified
sensor subassembly, and timer was tested using the same procedure established
for the free-flight test. However, the sensor subassembly was modified by replao-
Ing the carbon steel spherical masses with tungsten masses, Since the density of
tungsten is approximately 2. 60 times that of steel, a 2. 6g environment along the
axis of the system could be simulated.

The test results must be converted to the lateral acceleration to determine
the effect of increased drag to the sensitivity of the FFFS to free-flight environment.
The look-in angle with the tungsten floating mass was approximately 8 degrees while
it was approximately 6 degrees with the steel floating mass (Table X),

Lateral acceleration = 33.2 x 2.6 x san 3 degrees = 4.4 feet per second per
second for 2. Og drag and = 32.2 x sin 6 degrees = 3.4 feet per second per second
for one g drag. Due to the variation from test to test, these results do not appear
to reflect a significant difference due to variation in drag.
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TABLE X. HIGH DRAG COMPATIBILITY TEST RESULTS

Lock-in B C Lock-out Timer
S1 Angle Time Angle Hysteresis Accuracy

(Psig) (Degrees) (Seconds) (Degrees) (Degrees) (Percent)

0.33 2,0 2.0 6.5 4.5 100
05.33 1.5 2.0 5o 4.0 100
0.33 1.5 2.0 5.0 3.5 100
0.33 1.5 2.0 5.5 4.0 100
0.33 2.0 2,0 4,5 2.5 100
0.33 1.5 2.0 5.0 3.5 100
0.33 1.5 2.0 5,0 3.5 100
0.33 1.5 2.0 5.5 4.0 100
0.33 1.5 2.0 5.5 4.0 100
0.33 2.0 2,0 5.0 3.0 100
5.00 2.5 2,0 6.0 3,5 100
5.00 3.0 2.0 6.0 3.0 100
5.00 3.0 2.0 6.0 3.0 100
5,00 3.0 2,0 5.5 2.5 100
5.00 3.0 2.0 6.0 3.0 100
5.00 3,0 2,0 6.0 3.0 100
5.00 3,0 2.0 6.0 3.0 100
5.00 3.0 2.0 5.5 2.5 100
5.00 3.0 2.0 6.0 3.0 100
5.00 2.5 2.0 6.0 3.5 100

10.00 2.5 2,0 5.5 3.0 100
10.00 3,0 2.0 6,0 3.0 100
10.00 2.5 2.0 5, 5 3.0 100
10.00 3,0 2.0 5.5 2,5 100
10.00 3,0 2.0 6.0 3.0 100

" 10.00 3.0 2.0 5.5 2.5 100
10,00 2.5 2.0 6.0 3.5 100
10.00 3.0 2.0 6.0 3.0 100
10.00 2.5 2.0 11. 5 3.0 100
10.00 3.0 2.0 5.5 2.5 100
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NOZZLE AND NOSE CONE VENT EFFICIENCY TEST

GENERAL
The fluidic free-flight sensor is designed to operate at flight speeds of 200

feet per second and greater. To assure sensor subassembly and timer accuracy,
the ram air pressure is regulated to the minimum pressure available throughout
this speed range. This pressure is 0. 33 pound per square inch which corresponds
to 200 feet per second. Therefore, the nozzle must not cause a significant pressure
drop so that 0. 33 pound per square inch reaches the regulator at a 200 feet per
second release speed. Also, the nose cone vent port must be located so that a 0. 33
pound per square inch pressure drop exists across the sensor subassembly and the
fluidic timer, Tests are required to determine these efficiencies.

TEST PROCEDURE

The nose cone assembly was subjected to a ram air environment using an
open jet blower. Pressure readings were made at the nozzle entrance, regulator
entrance, and nose cone vent port. The regulated pressure was determined for
each supply pressure using the data collected in the free-flight test (Table Xl). Data
collected from these taps will be used to calculate the efficiencies using the follow-
ing equations:

77 Psi an Pv=R "v '
N="N . Nn 1 ''3-

where

77N : nozzle efficiency

7v = vent efficiency

Ps = regulator entrance pressure

regulated pressure

:Pv vent pressure

PN =nozzle entrance pressure

,l
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TALLE XI. NOZZLE ANTD NOSE CONE VENT EFFICIENCY TEST RlESULTS

pSi Velocity PN R v rN n V
(Palg) (Fps) (Psig) (Psig) (Psig) (Percent) (Percent)

0.325 199 0.3252 0.310 -0.080 100 118
0.340 206 0.340 0.310 -0.080 100 118
0.428 231 0.4282 0.315 -0.105 100 127
0.595 272 0.595 0328 -0.140 100 141

* 1.015 356 1.018 0.330 -0.230 100 170
0. 325 199 0.3253 0. 310 -0.090 100 1214, 0.325 199 0.325 0.310 -0.020 100 1000.325 199 0.325 0.310 -0.140 100 136

Notes:

1. Jet exit plane 4.0 inches in diameter.

2. Model entrance nozzle located 4. 50 Inches aft of jet exit plane and
0. 85 inch right of jet center line.

3. Model entrance nozzle located 2.00 inches aft of jet exit -plane and
0. 85 inch right of jet center line.

4. Model entrance nozzle located 4. 50 inches aft of jet exit plane and
1. 85 inches right of jet center line.

5. Model entrance nozzle located 4. 50 inches aft of jet exit plane and
0. 15 Inch left of jet center line.

3.
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